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RECAPTURING H2-FUNCTIONS ON A POLYDISC
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2 2
ABSTRACT. Let U   be the unit polydisc and T   its distinguished

2
boundary. If E C T   is a set of positive measure and the restriction to E

of a function / in H (U ) is given then an algorithm to recapture /is

developed.

Introduction. Let U be the open unit disc in the complex plane and T its

boundary. Let / be holomorphic in the unit polydisc U = Ux U; then /(*) =

1c(n)zn, z = («., z2) e U2,n = (pv «2) e Z2.  The function / is in H2 if and

only if S|c(n)|2 < oo [2, p. 50]. The functions / in H2 can be identified with the
2 2

boundary value functions on the distinguished boundary T   (= T x T) of U and
2    2 •

these boundary value functions are precisely those f e L (T ) whose Fourier

coefficients        »2) are zero if either n} < 0 or n2 < 0. It is known that if a

nonzero / is in H2 then log|/| is in Ll(T2) and hence if / = 0 on a subset E of

T   of positive measure then / is the zero function. It follows that the restriction

to such a set E of a function / in H2 determines / uniquely. Following the methods

in [l], we give a constructive algorithm to recapture the function / from its values

on E. The construction is in two steps. From the knowledge of / on E, the first

step obtains / on F x T where F is some subset of T of positive measure. The

second step is the 'conjugate' of the first and starting with / on F x T we recover

/ on the whole of T x T.

The arrangement of the paper is as follows. After defining the notations, we

prove some lemmas leading to Theorem 1 which gives the first step in recapturing

/. We then discuss how the second step is a corollary of the first. This is fol-

lowed by Theorem 2 which makes the algorithm more explicit.

Notations. In the following H2 will stand for H2(T2). By L2 and L00 will

be meant L2(T2) and L°°(T2) respectively. The subspace h\ (L°°) will consist

of those / in L2 (L°°) whose Fourier coefficients vanish in the lower half plane,

thus, L2 = \f e L2: f(nv «2) = 0 for all n2 < 0\. The orthogonal projection of L2

onto L2 will be denoted by P. The Toeplitz operator      corresponding to

cp e L°° is defined by T^f = P(<pf\ f € E+. If / e L2, we may consider / as an

H2-function on T with values in L2(T): f(dl,d2)= ^^o/^Ö.Je"1 2. The natural
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extension of this f to U will also be denoted by /; then for z2 e U, f(*2) =

^iuoW2r Such functions / are holomorphic L2(T)-valued functions on U

and the relation f(r2e    ) —»/(0j, 02) as r2 —»1 holds for a.e. pointwise con-

vergence and also for mean convergence [3, p. 186]. Thus the functions /(0j» &2)

and /02) above determine each other. The (normalized) Haar measures on T and

T2 will be denoted by r»l and m2 respectively, and when there is no risk of con-

fusion öTOjföj) will be shortened to d&l etc. For z e U, 6 e T, let K(z, 0) =

(eie + z)/(eie - z) and P = Re K.

Lemma 1. Let E C T2, m2(E) > 0. For A > 0 snrf (Zj, z2) e (/2 ae/ine

/A(zj. z2) = expj^ log(l + \)ffEP(zv el)K{z2, e^dd^e^.

Then we have the following'.

(a) For all (Zj, *2) e U2, 1 < |/x(zp z2)| < yJQ. + A).

(b) Tiere exists a set ACT with m^A) = 1 s«c<& fiat" for every 6^ £ A and

for every z2 £ U, the limit

l\(0v z2)= lim  <x(rje'01, z2)
rl"*1

ex/'s/s area" for each 0j € A, the function <x(0j, •) is holomorphic in U.

(c) For each 0j e A, the limit

tj$v 62) = lim  *x(0 r2ei62)
'2-1

exists for almost all $2 in T, and hence <^(0j» 02) is defined almost everywhere

in T2 and is in L~.

(d) For almost all (0j, 02) in T2,

\tx(dvd2)\2 = i + \xE^v92)'

Proof, (a) holds since |f x(Zj, z2^\ is tne exponential of the Poisson integral

of Mlog(l +X)Xe'

(b) For z2 e U and 0j e T, letting

SB(0!, z2) = j \B(ev e2)K(z2, e2)d$2,

we see that |S(0j, *2)| < 2/(1 - |z2|), for all 0^7 and hence by Fatou's theo-

rem the integral

JJpPt'!«'*1.0iWz2, e2)ddldd2 = /^v'*1' el)%elz2)dol

converges to fBfa-j, z2) a.e. (a^ as r^ —♦ 1. Therefore
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(1) 'aV'01' 22) -* eXP!l^ l0«(l + A)S(Ö1' 22)}

a.e. The set of measure 1 where this convergence takes place depends on

z2. To see that there is a set A of measure 1 such that for all 0{ e A and for

all z2 e U, (1) holds it suffices to observe that for a fixed cr^, the family

{F  : 0< r. < 1| where

Fr(z2) = STPblea\ 6lMdv z2)ddv

is equicontinuous on compact subsets of U. A standard argument such as the

one in the proof of (5.16) in [5, p. 327] now proves the existence of the set A.

(c) For each 0j € A, /A(0j, •) is^a bounded holomorphic function on U and

hence by Fatou's theorem t)i(6l, r2e  2) has a limit-say rA(0j» #2)-as »"2 —»1,

a.e. (02). Since ^(öj» 02) is a repeated limit of continuous functions, its domain

A is a measurable set in T2 and since almost every 0j-section of A has measure

1, we must have that m2(A) = 1.

(d) We have for almost every (0j, 02) e T2,

|<A(0r 02)|2 = lim exp jlogÜ + A) JTXE(0,, ^P^*'*2' a2)da2^

= expilogd + A)xE(0r 02)l = 1 + AxE(0r 02).

Lemma 2. Let E c T2, m (E)> 0. Ler S fee the Toeplitz operator on L\

corresponding to the characteristic junction yE of the set E. If f A is as in

Lemma 1 and sx = l/r., then (/ + AS) = T- T, , (/ + AS)"1 = T   T- .
fX 'X sx sx

Proof. We observe that sA e L~. The rest of the proof is similar to those of

Lemmas 1, 2 in [l].

in0
Lemma 3. Let s(0j, 02)~ !n 2Os>j(01)e    2 fee /'« L™ and let s(0j, *2) =

2B*os,/Vz2' öi eT> z2e u- Define fOT       *Ve T2 andze U,

4')(01,02) = (1 - ze'V1, /=1,2.

r*e« /or Zj, z2 £ (7, e^' ez2) is in H2 (and so in L2) and

Proof. The equality follows by checking that the inner products of both sides

with exp(z'mj0j + im262\ are the same for every integer m^ and every nonnega-

tive integer m2>
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Lemma 4. Let EC T2 with m2(E)> 0. Let for each 0j e T, E(0j) =

{02 e T: (0j, 02)e Ej awa1 let, for each 8 > 0, F(S)=|0j e T:m^Etf^) > Si.

Tfeen ifeere exist 8j > 0, 82 > 0 s«c/b /to to1(F(82» > Sj.

Proof. Observe that as n —> oo,

5F(Un)rnl{mi))dd^ ] fTml{E{dl)Udl = m2{E)>

and hence, if 0 < Sj < m2(E), there exists /V such that

Sl</F(1/N)Ml(E(ei))</dl^Wl(F(l/N))-

Now take S2 = 1/N.

Theorem 1. Let E C T2, m2(E) > 0. Choose 5j» S2 as z'n Lemma 4 awa"

denote F(S2) by F. Let M fee lie operator defined by

{Mf)(d1,62) = yF(91)f(dl,d2),    feLl, (0r02)eT2.

Suppose that S is as in Lemma 2. Then for every f € H2,

lim Mil + \S)~1Sf= Mf.
X-oo

Proof. Since M(I - X(l + AS)-1S) = M(7 + AS)"1, and the set ie"V2):
•    2 1 2

2j, «2 e l/i is fundamental in H , the theorem will be proved if the following

are verified: (i) supx||M(/ +X5)_1|| < oo, and (ii) for all z , z^ € U,

MQ + XS)- 1e[1 V2) — 0, as A -» oo.
*1 *2

By Lemma 1(a), |sx(0l5 02)| < 1, a.e. and therefore \\T-Ji = ||TsJ| <

\\sJoo < 1. Also trivially, ||M|| < 1 and hence in view of Lemma 2, ||M(/ + \S)~1\\ =

\\MT   T- || < 1. This proves (i).
x x

To check (ii), note that for 0j £ F, using the notation in the proof of Lemma

Kb),

and hence for almost all 0j € F,

|sx(0j, z2)| <(1 +\)-p, z2eu

where p = S2(l - |z2|)/2(l + |z2|)> 0. Now using Lemma 3, we have

MU + AS)" HßUW*1Hßv 02)= XF(ö1)sx(01, 02)5-x(0r z2)(e^ez^\dv 62\
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and hence

||M(/ + AS)" He("e<-»)\\_ < (l + \)-p\\e^e™
»1*2    2 »"zl'z2»2-

This last expression tends to zero as A —► «> and (ii) is verified.

Discussion. The limit relation AM(7 + XS)~1Sf —» Mf of Theorem 1 provides

the first step in recapturing / from its values on E. The knowledge of / on E

yields Sf and (/+ AS)-1 is obtained in terms of sA which depends only on the

set E. Thus AM(/ + \S)~lSf can be computed and the limit as A —» «> gives Mf,

i.e. values of / on F x 7*. The second step of going from F x T to T x T now

follows easily. We proceed basically as in the first step, but we interchange the

roles of the 0j- and $2-coordinates and employ the appropriate substitute for L2.

The original set E is now replaced by E' = F x 7*. Recalling the relationship

that F bears to E (Lemma 4), we see that the set F' which corresponds in a

similar way (but with 0j» $2 interchanged) to E' can be chosen to be T itself!

Thus a theorem such as Theorem 1 with suitable changes will lead us to / on

TxF'=TxT. This is the sought-for second step, and the algorithm for recap-

turing / is complete.

The above algorithm recaptures the boundary values of / from its values on

E. It is sometimes convenient to have a formula which gives the values of /

inside U directly. In the following theorem such a formula is obtained.

Theorem 2. Lei the hypotheses and the notations be as in Theorem 1.

(a) // for A > 0 and Zj, z2 e U,

A     ff /(«V u,2)sK(wv w2)sx(Wl, z2)XfUj)
/xUj. z )=      a2JJf-?-w-q- dw.dw ,

rien as A —»<», /A converges in H2 to some rf> and a fortiori uniformly on compact

subsets of U2.

(b) If for \>0andzieU,

h^zj = exp^- J^logd + A)/FK(z,, fljtftfjj,

and <f> is as in (a) above then for each (z^ z^) e U2,

x     f 4»v ^2)hx(wl)dw1
/(*,, *,)= lim hm -»v'2i'J -'

1    2    x-~ r-1 2jti * «"i"2!

where cf is the circle \w^ | = r awa* |zj | < r < 1.

Proof, (a) By Theorem 1, we have that as A —» ~, A/W(7 + A5)~ XSf —» M/.

Taking the inner product with e*1 )e^.2), Zj, z^ £ U, we get
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(2) A(M(/ + AS)- lSf, e^e™) - (Mf. e<J V2>).
zl  z2 z\ z2

We will prove that the first member of (2) equals /^Zj, *2) and hence if the

second member of (2) is denoted by <p(zlt *2) the proof of (a) will be complete.

Since Af is the multiplication by Xf^O' a function of 0j only, M commutes

with S and therefore with (I + AS)-1. Thus

(MV + AS)-1*/, e^e^) = [SMf, (/ + \S)~ le_1)e_2'>) = (Mf, (/ + AS)- »e<> >««))_.
Zl   Z2 Zl   Z2 zl   z2 K

Using Lemmas 2 and 3 to write the expressions for (/ + XS)~1e^1 'e^2', we see
zl z2

that the left member of (2) is in fact /x(Zj, z2).

(b) From the proof in (a), we see that <p(Zj, z2) = (Mf, ezl)ez2)) and hence

m       ^      1     CC           f^vw2)       , ,
<p(z   z) =—i— i/ - dw dw .

1    2     (2ni)2jjf^t(wi. Zl)(w2-z2)    1 2

Let us now define L_ to be the subspace 1/ € I/: /(to, «)= 0 for all m < 0i» P
<\,

the orthogonal projection of L2 onto L2 , S the Toeplitz operator on L2 corre-

7 ~      ~ ~ 2
sponding to the function Xe" wnere & = F x T, i.e. S(f) = F(y£,/), / e L_,

and o-^,    to be

CTX(zl' *^ = exp{~ % lo«(l + tiffE>K(0v zi)p(Ö2, z^rf^

*x(2j) = exp|- Y2 log(l + X)fpK(dv zjdd^,

where A > 0 and Zj, z2 e (/. Then for all Zj, z2 e t/, o~x(zj, z2) = /&x(Zj) and

as in Theorem 1 we will get, for every / e H2 XM(I + A?)"1?/ -» Mf (A -» °°),

where AI is the multiplication by ^ corresP°nding to F' according to

Lemma 4 but with roles of 0j, 02 reversed. However, since E' = Fx T, we can

take F1 =T and so for / e /72, X(I + XS )" *S/ —» /. If, in this last relation, we

take the inner product with e^M2), then as X —» oo,
zl z2

(3) (X(l + XS)-lSf, e"V2))-(/, eO)e(2)) = /(z )
Zl   Z2 Zl   Z2 12

•v.

Now noting that P(xEif)= <f>i we see that

((/ + XS)- lSf. e^e^) = (Sf. (I + xfr-WeW)
zl z2 zl z2
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In the last step we used results similar to Lemmas 2 and 3 for (/ + AS )~ . From

(3) it now follows that as A —» «>,

It is easy to see that (<p, hje^^e^) equals the inner product in H2^}1) of
1 2

rp(«, z2) with *xezV" ^e P100* *S ̂ n*s*le<^ by observing that if u, v e H2(Ul)

and «r(e,ff)= «(re'5) and i>f is similarly defined then the product (u, v e*1') is

the limit as r —»1 of

1 f u(w)v iw)

2m Jcr w-z
dw.

Remarks. (1) An alternative proof of a part of the one-variable theorem

(Theorem I of [l] as regards the convergence on compact sets) has been suggested

by Wainger (see Appendix B of [4]). This proof depends on the following state-

ment which is true if n = 1: To each nonnegative function xj/ e L°°(Tn) there is

/ € H°°(U") such that |/| = iff a.e. The statement is false for n > 1 [2, p. 54ff].

Moreover for n > 1 even when such a function / exists an explicit formula for /

does not seem to be known. It would thus appear that a proof on the lines sug-

gested by Wainger is not possible for n > 1 and that recourse to the techniques

such as the ones used in the present work is necessary.

(2) The Theorem 1 above can easily be generalized to functions in H2(Tn)

with n > 2. The algorithm to recapture the function takes n steps and the general-

ization does not need any new ideas.
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